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Short Description

The advantages of a pre-filled, closed loop or all-in-one (AIO) liquid cooler are the convenience of installation
and improved compatibility over high end air cooling solutions. The use of liquid as heat transfer medium
also brings about improved cooling performance at the expense of higher cost. Due to limited room in
smaller cases, small form factor users are often left out of liquid cooling option, so SilverStone has released
the Tundra TD02-SLIM.
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Description

The advantages of a pre-filled, closed loop or all-in-one (AIO) liquid cooler are the convenience of installation
and improved compatibility over high end air cooling solutions. The use of liquid as heat transfer medium
also brings about improved cooling performance at the expense of higher cost. Due to limited room in
smaller cases, small form factor users are often left out of liquid cooling option, so SilverStone has released
the Tundra TD02-SLIM. Designed for small form factor PCs, this cooler has a radiator and fan combo of only
37mm thick, making it possible to fit into slimmer profile cases or giving more space in tight confines. By
retaining many of the high end features from SilverStone’s other liquid cooling models, the TD02-SLIM also
has great performance for the money and is a top choice for high performance but small PC builds.

* White LED water blocks are produced from V2.0 and after.

Features

￭ Super slim 37mm total thickness for radiator and fan

￭ Maintenance free, no refill required

￭ Dual auto adjustable 120mm slim PWM fans included

￭ Thick, leak-proof tubing improve reliability

￭ 0.2mm micro-channel water block design for improved

￭ Large 100% copper base plate for fast heat transfer

￭ Integrated LED indicator

￭ Compatible with socket LGA775/115X/1366/2011/2011-v3/AM2/AM3/FM1/FM2

￭ Compatible with socket LGA775/115X/1366/2011/2011-v3/AM2/AM3/AM4/FM1/FM2 (V2)

Specifications
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Model No. SST-TD02-SLIM
SST-TD02-SLIM-V2 (adds AM4 supports)

Water block
Dimension 65mm (L) x 65mm (W) x 39.2mm (H)

2.56" (L) x 2.56" (W) x 1.54" (H)

Material Copper base with plastic body

Pump

Motor speed 2500±200RPM

Rated Voltage 12V

Rated Current 0.28A

Fan

Dimension 120mm (L) x 120mm (W) x 15mm (D)
4.72" (L) x 4.72" (W) x 0.59" (D)

Speed 800~2200RPM

Noise level 16.5~27.4 dBA

Rated Voltage 12V

Rated Current 0.02 ~ 0.15A

Max airflow 13.1 ~ 35.85CFM

Pressure 0.31 ~ 1.84 mmH2O

Connector 4 Pin PWM

Radiator
Dimension 273mm (L) x 120mm (W) x 22mm (H)

10.75" (L) x 4.72" (W) x 0.87" (H)

Material Aluminum

Tube
Length 310mm

Material Rubber

Application Intel Socket LGA775/115X/1366/2011/2011-v3
AMD Socket AM2/AM3/*AM4/FM1/FM2

Net Weight 695g
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Additional Information

Brand SilverStone Technology

SKU SST-TD02-SLIM-V2

Weight 7.0000

Block CPU Type Intel/AMD

Pump Type Other

Radiator Size 240 (2 x 120mm)

Radiator Thickness 22mm

Vendor SKU/EAN 844761015060


